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Copywriting: Naming
The first point of contact.
My work includes name generation for countless products, services, and brands. The exclusive body care products shown here — all produced and sold
by Target — are some of my favorite examples of the genre.

Christa Laib.

Copywriting: Naming
I've also included Milque and Petit Bisou, two contenders for an up-and-coming baby products brand with a modern, European aesthetic. Very au courant.

Christa Laib.

Silver Venice Canal Photography

https://www.rhteen.com/catalog/product/product.jsp?productId=rh...
98" Kensington Union Jack Sofa
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SILVER VENICE CANAL
PHOTOGRAPHY

98" KENSINGTON UNION JACK SOFA
$ 3899
$ 2924 MEMBER

$ 599 ORIGINAL
$ 419 FINAL SALE
$ 335 MEMBER

British invasion. Designed by Timothy Oulton in the
grand tradition of the gentlemen's club, our classic
Chesterfield sofa is rendered in supple leather with
hand-hammered brass studs. A jaunty Union Jack
motif gives it an extra dose of attitude to match its
considerable comfort.

Developed in 1905 to replicate the Italian original in
America, the Venice Beach Canals possess a distinct
allure of their own and have become a Hollywood
darling – serving as the backdrop for a number of
L.A.-based productions. Our images are printed on
glass and backed with silver foil, evoking the grainy
patina of an antique gelatin silver print.

MORE DETAILS & DIMENSIONS −
Expertly crafted with a kiln-dried hardwood frame
Features deep hand-tufting and rolled arms
Upholstered in supple Antiqued Chestnut leather
that develops a burnished patina over time
Union Jack motif is hand painted with a vintage
patina on the back of the sofa
Detailed with hand-hammered aged brass studs
Feather and down fill wrapped around a 4½"
foam core ensures comfort and support
Constructed with pocket-coil spring suspension
Set on casters

MORE DETAILS & DIMENSIONS −
Printed on glass and backed with distressed
silver foil
Encased in a solid wood frame with a black satin
finish
Choose canal or palm tree
DIMENSIONS

30½"W x 22½"H

DIMENSIONS

VIEWS

Overall: 98"W x 38"D x 31"H
Seat: 72"W x 24"D
Seat Height: 20"H
Weight: 176 lbs.
VIEWS

SILVER VENICE CANAL PHOTOGRAPHY
$ 599 ORIGINAL

ITEM#

106229 SILV

$ 419 FINAL SALE
$ 335 MEMBER

98" KENSINGTON UNION JACK SOFA
$ 3899
PRICE

Copywriting: Product Copy

$599 ORIGINAL
$419 FINAL SALE

ITEM#

106578 MULT

$ 2924 MEMBER

QUANTITY

0

$335 MEMBER

COLOR

PRICE

Multi

$3899
$2924 MEMBER

AVAILABILITY & DELIVERY

QUANTITY

0

AVAILABILITY & DELIVERY

This but
item is tell
in stockaand
will be delivered
on or
before 07/08/16.
Talk about a single thing
much
larger
story.

Zip/Postal code is required to add this item to your cart.

Standard Delivery Shipping

ENTER

TERMS OF SALE

Catalogs, websites, signage,
the years I’ve written product copy for countless platforms and companies. You can find a wealth of current
This itempackaging...
is final sale and cannotover
be returned.
Unlimited Furniture Delivery starting at $199. Enter your zip/postal code for an estimate.
work at rhbabyandchild.com and rhteen.com, or browse some choice samples here.
SILVER VENICE CANAL PHOTOGRAPHY
$ 599 ORIGINAL
$ 419 FINAL SALE
$ 335 MEMBER

ITEM#

106230 SILV

BOOKMARK & SHARE

ADD TO CART
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Mini Aviator Chair

https://www.rhbabyandchild.com/catalog/product/product.jsp?prod...
Petite Garage Playhouse
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mini aviator chair

petite garage playhouse

$ 1359
$ 1019 member

$ 249
$ 186 member

Inspired by World War II fighter planes, our chair's
aerodynamic curves are hugged in aluminum accented
with exposed steel screws, the seat swathed in leather
with the softness of a vintage bomber jacket. A low seat
and raked back give it true flyboy swagger.

Part tent, part playhouse, our newest pop-up structure
provides all the open-ended fun of both. Modeled after a
vintage auto garage, it sports the iconic roll-up doorway,
"planked" walls and a "sheet metal" roof – all hand-drawn
and designed just for us. Perfect to pair with one of our
vintage-inspired ride-on toys.

More Details & Dimensions −

More Details & Dimensions −

Inspired by fighter planes, from its aluminumwrapped curves to its padded leather seat and back
Leather-clad wrap around top rail
Kiln-dried frame
Plastic feet protect floor from scratching
Aluminum has a matte finish that's lightly distressed
for a vintage look; intentional nicks, dings, small
scratches and other imperfections are to be expected
and add to the character and uniqueness of each item

Sewn from sturdy cotton canvas
Outfitted with two side windows that roll up and
fasten with VELCRO®
Front door rolls up like a traditional garage door
Easy assembly
For indoor use only
Imported
Spot clean
This item cannot be shipped to Canada

DIMENSIONS

Overall: 28½"W x 33½"D x 26"H
Seat: 21"W x 20½"D
Weight: 68 lbs.

DIMENSIONS

53"W x 39½"D x 54"H
Petite Garage Play House Assembly Instructions

petite garage playhouse

mini aviator chair

$ 249 I T E M # 105684 GREY
$ 186 member

$ 1359 I T E M # 103333 DRLE
$ 1019 member
PRICE

AVAILABILITY & DELIVERY
Copywriting: Product
Copy

$1359
$1019 member

QUANTITY

0

COLOR

Grey

PRICE

$249
$186 member

QUANTITY

0

AVAILABILITY & DELIVERY

Zip/Postal code is required to add this item to your cart.

This item is in stock and will be delivered on or before 07/08/16.
Standard Delivery Shipping

enter

TERMS OF SALE

Standard Delivery Shipping

bookmark & share

RH CONTEMPORARY ART

This item cannot be shipped to Canada.

add to cart

petite maison playhouse
$ 249 I T E M # 105683 GREY
$ 186 member

See all product details.
COLOR

PRICE

QUANTITY

Christa Laib.

Copywriting: Product Copy

Christa Laib.

Home | Apparel

Clary Sage Yoga Collection
Yoga
After Yoga

It only takes one decision to keep harmful
pesticides out of the environment and out
of your closet: choose clothing made from
organic and sustainably grown fibers.
Organic style — you’ll feel better in it, no
matter what your practice or pursuit.

Tops

Tops

Tops

Bottoms

Bottoms

Bottoms
Covering Up

Conventional cotton requires chemicals. It takes over 13 lbs. of pesticides, herbicides, and defoliants to produce a single acre. Choose
organic cotton and help keep these contaminants out of our soil, air, water, and food.

customer service | contact us | privacy policy | terms of use

Copywriting: Product Copy
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Copywriting: Collateral
Focused message, fun execution.
From print pieces to packaging, collateral projects often provide an opportunity for concept-driven copy. This Serena & Lily direct mail piece introducing the company’s first furniture collection exemplifies the way a single
theme — in this case, movies and Hollywood glamour — can be threaded throughout copy, delighting the reader while reinforcing the brand’s identity and driving conversion.

Christa Laib.

keyword or item #

home :: pbteen style house :: style 101

home :: pbteen style house :: fixer upper

D.I.Y.: Three Ways to Work With Floral Garlands

Fixer Upper

What's the quickest way to get your room in full bloom? By using our floral garland in one of these three

Q: I just moved out into our garage apartment. There isn't anything truly
special about it, and I want to change that. There are no walls; it is completely
open. The colors are pink and brown. How can I make this a fun place to hang
out and relax with my friends? Please help!
Sweet Dorm-Room: Make
— Dorm
Victoria

creative ways:

Idea One: Borders + Trim. Given their flexible nature, floral garlands work great around furniture items
and hanging objects. Use them to adorn your headboard or canopy. Twist them along the back edge of dressers
or desks. Curl them around lampshades or table legs.
You can also use floral garland to "accessorize your accessories." They're perfect for tying back curtains, and
they make mirrors and frames extra special when swirled around the sides. And there's nothing like a border of
blossoms to make windows, doors or alcoves extra inviting.

Idea Two: Cut + Paste. Just because they come as garlands doesn't mean you have to use them as
garlands. With the help of a pair of standard wire cutters, you can separate the blooms and then tack, tape or
glue them exactly where you want them. Try a single bloom on each of the floor corners of your door or
window frame or around your bulletin board. You could even create a "vertical meadow" by adhering drifts of
flowers directly on to your wall.

Idea Three: Creative Inspiration. The greatest thing about a garland is the way it can inspire you to do
bolder and even more beautiful things in your room. Maybe you'll get new bedding that continues the floral
motif. Maybe you'll look for posters or pictures that play off the theme. Or maybe you'll even try your hand at
painting, matching your wall color to your garland or even adding in a sketched bloom or two.
Use the garland to plant the seed — then watch those ideas grow!

How to make your room look
cool

Yourself at Home

Three
Ways
to Work A garage apartment is everyone's dream, offering real privacy
A:D.I.Y.:
Lucky
you,
Victoria!
With Door Curtains
along with easy access to your parents' washing machine and fridge. Let's give it the
D.I.Y.: Three Ways to Work
first-apartment
styling it deserves.
With Floral Garlands
D.I.Y.: Three Ways to Work

Lair
Turned
Loft
With
Wall Stamp
Kits Don't let the lack of walls in this space stump you — it's actually the
perfect
set-up
for
the lounge look you're after. Think "chic city loft" instead of
D.I.Y.: A Hip New Headboard
"unfinished space" and then decorate accordingly. Or if you're really set on separating
D.I.Y.: The Side-Curtain Canopy
your
Bed sleeping and living areas, try creating a physical barrier with bulky furniture or
sectioning
offIdeas
the+spaces
by hanging wall curtains from our Cable System.
D.I.Y.: Quick
Tips
Thanks for Sharing: Your Design

Color
Pink and brown is a quintessential combination, delivering a pretty
Tips +Schemes
Tricks
feel
withRoom
a sophisticated
PBteen
Makeover: Thinktwist. If your style tends toward the clean and classic, we'd
Pink!
recommend
adding in something white or off-white to give it a lift. White sheets,
Get It Together:
Three
Steps To are all good bets — as is something with a subtle stripe.
curtains
or chair
cushions
A Clutter-Free Space
You
could also go bold and bohemian with vibrant colors like red and orange, intricate
Scrap It: Show
Off With
embroidery
with
a hand-made feel, or natural fibers and wood accents, all of which
Shadowboxes
work great with your existing palette.
Making Your Bed: Layer By
Layer

Lounge Must-Haves The most important part of any good hangout is its comfort
Lounge Act: 5 Steps To Creating
level,
and that's
where all things cush come in. Start with a plush rug to anchor the
The Ultimate
Chill Zone
area.
Then
add
some
floor pillows or a low lounge chair for a modern look; a couple of
Break It Up: Your Room Needs
More Space
butterfly
chairs with mismatched pillows for a more arty feel; or stick with the triedand-true
chair-and-ottoman
combo for a look that's both classic and contemporary.
Bright Ideas:
How To Light Your
Room Right

keyword or item #

k

home :: pbteen style house :: horoscopes home :: pbteen style house :: horoscopes

The school
year
is
Reading
Room
finally winding down
Style Update
and you're
feeling...
quiet?
It's Upper
true –
Fixer
"Aries" equals
"introspective" right
now. Luckily,
there's no time like the present for
Share your inner
decorating
cultivating
you, and there's
secrets,
tellto
usstart
about
no better
place
than your
you... or even grade us!
inner sanctum. Choose a signature
Plus, ask us questions
icon for
(like
tikiYou
torches
for you tropical
our
Ask, We
typesAnswer.
or an old-school,
stickerWho knows,
you
covered
suitcase
for those wracked
might
even get
with published!
wanderlust) and then decorate
around
adding
supersoft
lounge
>> it,
Let's
Hear
It
pillows, a stack of soothing CDs and
plenty of pencils and paper for
recording your innermost thoughts.
Five Ways to Use our
Cable System
Six Ways
to Work
with
>> pillows
+ bed
accessories
Signature Frames
>> media + storages
Three Ways to Work
With Floral Garlands

You chatty Geminis
are currently
craving privacy,
meaning now's the
perfect Aries
time to
Taurus
Gemini
revamp
your 19
mar 21-apr
apr 20-may 20
may 21-june
mar
window coverings.
Your goal should be to find balance:
something solid enough to hide the
view, but sheer enough to let in those
blissful summer breezes. Plus you'll
want something cool and cute – after
Virgoinward
Libra
all, just Leo
because you're turning
july
23-aug
22
aug
23-sept
22
sept
23-oct
july 2
doesn't mean you've lost your sense
of style! Try a printed panel in a
soothing hue or a beaded door curtain
repurposed as a window covering,
dressed up with theme-appropriate
rods and tiebacks, of course.
Sagittarius
nov 22-dec 21

Capricorn
dec 22-jan 19

Aquariu
Sag
jan 20-feb
nov 2

>> window panels
>> window hardware
>> room accessories

Three Ways to Use Galvi
Boards
Three Ways to Use
Canopies

Frame Worthy:
Color
Copies,
Activity
Center
The
second most important element to a good hangout is having a
Collages And Other Cool Ideas
Zone It information
Down
stockpile of fun activities at the ready before your friends arrive. Board or video
home :: shipping
:: about us :: privacy policy (1.05) :: pottery barn :: potte
games are always a hit, so get those organized in some cute baskets or bins ASAP. A
How to host a Mani-Pedi
home :: shipping information :: about us :: privac
stack of your favorite magazines gives everyone a glimpse of the hottest new looks,
Party
especially when they're arranged on a low table for optimum browsing. And if all else
Study Habits: How to
fails, remember: there's always studying!
Upgrade your Homework
Furniture Facts
Haven

Copywriting: Collateral

Bedding Basics
Fabric Terms
Lighting Info

Window Treatments
Next up is some style-minded added-value content written for PBteen.com. Perfect for the teenaged
aesthete.

A Hip New Headboard
The Side-Curtain Canopy
Bed

Rug Facts
Wall Decor

Spring Trend Alert
Grade us, ask us questions for
our Q&A, tell us about you, and
share your decorating secrets.
(Who knows, you might even

Get It Together: Three
Steps To A Clutter-Free
Space
A Day in Your Life

Christa Laib.

NON-TOXIC & SOLVENT FREE

MULTI-PURPOSE
CLEANER

Well, hello there! Thanks for booking your first clean
with Hassle.com - we’re thrilled to have you on board.
To give you a proper Hassle.com welcome, here’s a little something
from us to help your home shine that little bit brighter.

Recommended For

Here at Hassle.com, we believe in giving you the best quality clean we can; which is
why we’ve teamed up with our friends at Verday to do just that. Verday makes incredible
non-toxic, eco-friendly cleaning products that not only give you an outstanding clean, but
they’re completely safe for you, your Hassle.com cleaner and your home.
We hope you enjoy your first Hassle.com clean.
3fl.oz. (88ml)

Copywriting: Collateral
I’ve also included a co-branded promotional packaging project that promises a next-generation house cleaning experience. Neat!

Christa Laib.
Who You Are

Who You Are

Who You Are

Rob Adkisson
Dedicated Advocate for Customers and
Employees Alike

Rob Adkisson

Rob Adkisson

Dedicated Advocate for Customers and
Employees Alike

Dedicated Advocate for Customers and
Employees Alike

Described As:

Hard working, yet laid back and friendly.

Little Known Fact:
Brews his own beer (and promises some day to share).

Proud Of:

Going from never walking a mile to running 13 of them — and losing
Described As:
60 pounds in the process.
Hard working, yet laid back and friendly.
Hard working, yet laid back and friendly.

Described As:

Admits He’s:
Little Known Fact:

Little Known Fact:

Proud Of:

Proud Of:

An internet junkie and a champion of cheap, instantaneous
Brews his own beer (and promises some day to share).
Brews his own beer (and promises some day to share).
communication in all its forms.

Works Hard To:

Going from never walking a mile to running 13 of them — and losing
Going from never walking a mile to running 13 of them — and losing
Ensure that corporate policies reflect fair treatment for all people.
60 pounds in the process.
60 pounds in the process.

Admits He’s:

Does So By:

Admits He’s:

Leading Cisco’s Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, and Transgender employee resource
An internet junkie and a champion of cheap, instantaneous
An internet junkie and a champion of cheap, instantaneous
group in their community outreach, fundraising, social networking, and
ommunication in all its forms.
communication in all its forms.
business-related efforts.

Works Hard To:
What He Learned By Leading:

Works Hard To:

Does So By:

Does So By:

Ensure that corporate policies reflect fair treatment for all people.
Ensure that corporate policies reflect fair treatment for all people.
How to effectively state a case, refine the purpose, escalate the effort, and
ultimately resolve the problem.

lll#X^hXd#Xdb$\d$Y^kZgh^in

eading Cisco’s Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, and Transgender employee
Leading
resource
Cisco’s Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, and Transgender employee resource
Major Milestone:
group in their community outreach, fundraising, social networking,
group
andin their community outreach, fundraising, social networking, and
His recent marriage to his partner of 8 1/2 years.
business-related efforts.
business-related efforts.

What He Learned By Leading:

lll#X^hXd#Xdb$\d$Y^kZgh^in

What He Learned By Leading:

How to effectively state a case, refine the purpose, escalate the How
effort,
toand
effectively state a case, refine the purpose, escalate the effort, and
ultimately resolve the problem.
ultimately resolve the problem.

Major Milestone:

Major Milestone:

His recent marriage to his partner of 8 1/2 years.

His recent marriage to his partner of 8 1/2 years.

served.

®2008 Cisco Systems, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Copywriting: Campaigns
Extending a message across multiple points of contact.
I’ve also created many major campaigns, ranging from all-inclusive national broadcast campaigns for Old Navy to more focused campaigns for local companies like San Francisco’s non-profit City CarShare. First is an inclusion
and diversity campaign for Cisco’s human resources department. The initiative sought to communicate the true value of company employees and their contribution to the organization’s success, with print ads and an internal
website profiling a dozen employees.

Christa Laib.

Copywriting: Campaigns
This series of outdoor ads announced the grand opening of Old Navy’s flagship store at 4th and Market Streets in
San Francisco using the brand’s signature 1950s adman voice.

Christa Laib.

Copywriting: Campaigns
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city target: create space ism

city target: create space ism

city target: create space ism

inFo sign - batH

inFo sign - KitcHen

inFo sign - laundry

Go Vertical

Multi Task

Save Space

Use smart shelving and coordinated
baskets to maximize bath storage.

Store pantry items or prep and serve a meal
using a well-designed cart on wheels.

A collapsible hamper pops up when
you need it then folds flat for storage.

Option 1 - Lead with Solution
8 x 16 in. (shown at 50%)

Bath Idea
Go vertical with smart shelving and stow
essentials in coordinated baskets.

FPO

Option 1 - Lead with Solution
8 x 16 in. (shown at 50%)

Option 1 - Lead with Solution
8 x 16 in. (shown at 50%)
Go Vertical

Multi Task

Use smart shelving and coordinated
baskets to maximize bath storage.

Store pantry items or prep and serve a meal
using a well-designed cart on wheels.

Laundry Idea

Kitchen Idea
White backerpaper

A multi-tasking cart on wheels helps with
storage, food prep, even serving.

White backerpaper

city target: create space ism

Save space with a collapsible hamper
that folds flat for storage.

FPO

W

Via

Option 2 - Lead with Location
8 x 16 in. (shown at 50%)

©2012 KNOCK, INC. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. THIS DOCUMENT CONTAINS INFORMATION, WHICH IS CONFIDENTIAL AND/OR PRIVILEGED.
IF YOU ARE NOT THE INTENDED RECIPIENT, PLEASE REFRAIN FROM ANY DISCLOSURE, COPYING, DISTRIBUTION OR USE OF THIS INFORMATION.
PLEASE BE AWARE THAT SUCH ACTIONS ARE PROHIBITED.

Option 2 - Lead with Location
8 x 16 in. (shown at 50%)

Option 2 - Lead with Location
8 x 16 in. (shown at 50%)

©2012 KNOCK, INC. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. THIS DOCUMENT CONTAINS INFORMATION, WHICH IS CONFIDENTIAL AND/OR PRIVILEGED.
TARGET – 09.28.2012
IF YOU ARE NOT THE INTENDED RECIPIENT, PLEASE REFRAIN FROM ANY DISCLOSURE,
COPYING, DISTRIBUTION OR USE OF THIS INFORMATION.
31097_CityTarget_CreateSpace_PRES_Rd1_AV.indd
PLEASE BE AWARE THAT SUCH ACTIONS ARE PROHIBITED.

Copywriting: Campaigns
Used by Target to define one of their now-famous “shops within a shop,” this campaign draws City Target guests
into a thoughtful collection of goods designed to help maximize functionality in small living spaces.

3

©2012 KNOCK, INC. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. THIS DOCUMENT CONTAINS INFORMATION, WHICH IS CONFIDENTIAL AND/OR PRIVILEGED.
– 09.28.2012
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DISCLOSURE,
COPYING, DISTRIBUTION OR USE OF THIS INFORMATION.
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Includes die-cut image of BluDot Window Loveseat
with pop-off die-cut cat

©2012 KNOCK, INC. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. THIS DOCUMENT CONTAINS INFORMATION, WHICH IS CONFIDENTIAL AND/OR PRIVILEGED.
IF YOU ARE NOT THE INTENDED RECIPIENT, PLEASE REFRAIN FROM ANY DISCLOSURE, COPYING, DISTRIBUTION OR USE OF THIS INFORMATION.
PLEASE BE AWARE THAT SUCH ACTIONS ARE PROHIBITED.

TARGET – 09.28.
31097_CityTarget_C
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111032
Mr. John Sample
The Health Plan Company
123 Mailing List Street
Payorville, CA 99999-1111

FOUR WAYS TO RENEW:

•

By mail
using this form

•

Online
at sfmoma.org

•

By phone
at 415 357 4135

•

In person
at the membership desk

Membership Department
San Francisco Museum
of Modern Art
151 Third Street
San Francisco, CA 94103

111032
Mr. John Sample
The Health Plan Company
123 Mailing List Street
Payorville, CA 99999-1111

RENEW.
REDISCOVER.
REINSPIRE.

FOUR WAYS TO RENEW:

Dear Apollonia,
Imagine an afternoon at SFMOMA.
Maybe you’re looking for meaning. Maybe you’re looking to be moved. What you’ll
find is the most thought-provoking, culturally relevant art experience in the Bay
Area—one that’s sure to spark your own creativity no matter what you’re looking for.
Now imagine it without your SFMOMA Membership, which expired on August 31,
2006.
No skipping the line. No free admission. No access to the latest exhibitions before
they open to the public—exhibitions like Picasso and American Art, opening
February 23, 2007, and Matisse: Painter as Sculptor, on view starting June 9.

•

By mail
using this form

•

Online
at sfmoma.org

•

By phone
at 415 357 4135

•

In person
at the membership desk

In short, no spark!
So renew today, and keep all the great things coming for another year. We’ll make
sure there’s lots of intriguing things to see and do—all you have to do is renew.

Sincerely,
The SFMOMA Membership Team

A WORLD OF ART
AWAITS YOUR REPLY.

Dear Apollonia,
You’re busy. You’ve misplaced our letter. It just slipped your mind.
Why else haven’t you renewed your SFMOMA membership? It expired on August
31, 2007—taking your free admission, MuseumStore discount, reduced event
tickets, and reception invitations with it.
We’d really like to keep extending these great benefits to you—which is why we
really hope you’ll take a moment to renew your membership today.
After all, you don’t want to miss Picasso and American Art, direct from the
Whitney and opening here on February 23, 2007, or Matisse: Painter as Sculptor,
on view starting June 9.
So now’s your chance—your last chance—to keep all the great things coming for
another year. Fill out this form. Log on to sfmoma.org. Pick up the phone or stop
by the Membership Desk. It’s that easy.

Membership Department
San Francisco Museum
of Modern Art
151 Third Street
San Francisco, CA 94103

We strive to make membership as rewarding as possible, so if you have decided
not to renew, we’d love to know why. Send an e-mail to membership@sfmoma.org
or feel free to drop us a note in the envelope provided—we welcome your
comments either way.
We do hope you’ll join us for another year, and we’ll certainly miss you if you
don’t. Won’t you renew today?

Sincerely,
The SFMOMA Membership Team

Copywriting: Campaigns

Special
And this finalYour
campaign
wasInformation
used by the San Francisco Museum
of Modern offer
Art membership team to remind
Membership
current members
that
a world
of art awaits those who renew. MuseumStore Members-Only Sale
Member
number:
000000
Membership level: Individual
Expiration date: August 31, 2007

November 10–11, 10 a.m.–6:30 p.m.
Renew today and increase your buying power
with a 20 percent discount at the Museumstore.

Your Membership Information
Member number: 000000
Membership level: Individual
Expiration date: August 31, 2007

Special offer
MuseumStore Members-Only Sale
November 10–11, 10 a.m.–6:30 p.m.
Renew today and increase your buying power
with a 20 percent discount at the MuseumStore.

Christa Laib.

2008 TARGET RECRUITMENT

2008 TARGET RECRUITMENT

Stores Recruitment

We’re looking for you
"We’re looking for you" makes connections between creative-thinking candidates
and a like-minded company. Copy and iconographic imagery are grouped into
rhythmic duets, establishing a clever, lighthearted mood while broadening current
perceptions and confirming Target’s identity as the place to be for anyone who
wants to redefine what it means to do business. World-class illustrator Carlos
Aponte lends an international sensibility, while bold directional graphics lead the
way to opportunity and advancement.

Store Opening Event: 1/4 P
This 1/4 page NP ad match
qualifications with specific o
at Target.

Proposed Illustrator:
Carlos Aponte
Mass Hire Event: Full Page NP
This FP NP ad features a series of duets to present a range of exciting opportunities available at the
new Target store. The copy and imagery work holistically to appeal to the senses and present everyday jobs as exciting opportunities.

Copywriting: Strategic Writing
Creative thinking... with an emphasis on the thinking.
The same strategies that help transform the curious consumer into the paying customer help creative teams sell ideas to clients. The sample above, used as
part of a deck presented by an agency to their client, helped articulate the thinking behind a potential human resources campaign developed for Target.

Christa Laib.

INTRODUCTION

STUDY SCOPE & GOALS

SITE SELECTION

The city of San Francisco suffers from a significant shortage of housing, most especially from a
shortage of affordable housing for middle- and low-income residents.

In order to test the impact of the State Density Bonus Law, conceptual designs were created for
eleven prototypical sites that represent a true cross section of the study area (see map on opposite
page) and that reflect diverse zoning conditions, height limits (ranging from 40 to 130 feet), and other
restrictions.

In order to address this problem, the City of San Francisco partnered with David Baker Architects
and Seifel Consulting to evaluate how the State Density Bonus Law could work best within our local
context. DBA has designed residential projects throughout San Francisco for more than 30 years and
understands that each neighborhood has its own unique character as well as specific planning and
zoning controls.

The study did not include RH-1 and RH-2 districts that are primarily comprised of single-family homes
or those areas that were recently re-zoned to districts that do not require numerical density limits.
Combined, these areas represent more than 70% of the City.

TAB L E I. PERCEN T O F A F FO RDA B L E H O U S I N G P ROV I D E D BY
STAT E- M A N DAT ED D EN S I T Y BO N U S P RO G RAM
Very Low
(50% AMI)

Low
(80% AMI)

7%

-

-

12 % Units

15 %

-

-

20 % Units

20 %

5 % Units

10 % Units

25 % Units

23 %

~ 7 % Units

12 % Units

28 % Units

30 %

9 % Units

~17% Units

35 % Units

35 %

11 % or More Units

20% Units

40 % Units

Prototype Site Locations

These sites conform to the following criteria:
• Residential use must be permitted
• Mixed-use neighborhoods — those that mix residential and commercial uses — with access
to public transit were prioritized.
• Density limits are regulated by a ratio related to lot area. The ratio is calculated as a unit per
square foot (i.e. 1 unit per 200 SF of lot area, or 1:200) and ranges from 1:200 to 1:800.

The State Density Bonus Law requires that local jurisdictions allow up to a 35% increase in the total
number of units a building can have if the building also includes the requisite percentage of affordable
housing (see Table I below for more details). This law mandates that local jurisdictions waive certain
zoning regulations to achieve this density.

Density Bonus

Areas where density bonus would apply

Sites likely to be attractive to developers and sites with larger lots were prioritized, as they offer a
manageable scale of development, but a handful of smaller lots were also included to illustrate the
full programmatic impact. Table II on page 16 provides further detail on the parcels selected.

Moderate
(120% AMI)

DAV I D BA K E R A R C H I T E C T S
D B A R C H I T E C T. C O M

2

RESIDENTIAL DENSITY BONUS STUDY

4

RESIDENTIAL DENSITY BONUS STUDY

Copywriting: Strategic Writing
Strategic writing also involves more technical documents, like this report written for an architecture firm that was hired by the city of San Francisco to
explore the potential ramifications of implementing California’s state density bonus law. Read the entire Residential Density Bonus Study at
http://sf-planning.org/affordable-housing-bonus-program-ahbp

S E I F E L C O N S U LT I N G
SEIFEL.COM

S F P L A N N I N G D E PA RT M E N T
SF-PLANNING.ORG

5
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AQ

EX

Building the SFMOMA collection continues to be one of the Museum’s

SFMOMA

top priorities. In approaching the acquisitions process, our curator-

offering something for everyone. Twenty-one of these shows were

ial staff seeks works that either complement our existing holdings

organized by our own curatorial staff, allowing us to make signifi-

or fill gaps within the collection. The following selected works of art

cant scholarly contributions to the art-historical record and to

from our four curatorial areas—Painting and Sculpture, Media Arts,

highlight some of our ever-expanding holdings in modern and

Architecture and Design, and Photography—are just a few of the

contemporary art.

presented twenty-eight exhibitions in fiscal year 2003,

highlights from last year’s 345 total acquisitions.

|<
|<

<

>

>

See the full acquisitions list in the printable report.

AC Q U I S I T I O N S

|<
|<

<

>

>

Copywriting: Strategic Writing
Annual reports don’t just speak to an organization’s financial health, they also illustrate how an overarching philosophy shapes past accomplishments
and informs plans for the future.

See the full exhibitions list in the printable report.

EXHIBITIONS

Christa Laib.

Creative Direction
Finding the big idea behind a brand — and the bedrock underlying the campaign’s creative execution.
Stepping back to consider a brand’s entire creative execution offers a thrilling opportunity to explore the endless possibilities that arise when words and pictures work together.
For 300 Ivy, a boutique residential project in San Francisco’s fashionable Hayes Valley neighborhood, the goal was to communicate the project’s local roots and authentic flavor. We got there by talking less about floor plans and
finishes and more about the skilled craftspeople who created the building in the first place — less about amenities and more about the community at large. This resulted in a lively conversation with the target buyer, one that
included textural imagery, curated content, and a personality with a real point of view. In short: our tastes make us cool.

Christa Laib.

Creative Direction
To celebrate great taste, we published a tabloid-sized homage to the richness of Hayes Valley in place of a traditional real estate brochure.

Christa Laib.

Creative Direction
The brand voice was down to earth yet decidedly urbane – just like our target buyer.

Christa Laib.

Creative Direction
Sensory-rich imagery from the neighborhood gave tangibility and a sense of place to the as-yet unbuilt.

Christa Laib.

Creative Direction
An in-the-know (yet accessible) blog gave 300 Ivy its insider character.

Christa Laib.
OVERVIEW
•

OPTION 1 — SUPER SARCASTIC

all voice options are irreverent and funny (as with the Yelp voice),
just in different ways

•

character inspiration: Jack McFarland on Will & Grace

•

pros: shorter, quicker read, more theatrical

•

two stories for each option (same two stories every time)

•

•

some stories use pieces of other stories to build a bigger idea — this
might be a good strategy no matter which voice is chosen because it
digs deeper into site content

•

•

it’s perfectly OK to combine elements of each voice when planning
next steps — it might even be that all voices work to some degree

•

might consider some of the leftover options for “alternate”
personalities

•

audience notes aren’t exhaustive

OPTION 2 — UPPER-CRUST CATTY
•

character inspiration: Andre Leon Talley from Vogue, with a bit of
Bridget Jones

cons: doesn’t allow for much interpretation or questioning

•

pros: playful, conversational, lots of “narrator knows best” opinions

audience it will appeal to most: younger people of both genders

•

cons: might come across as too insider-y or high-brow

•

audience it will appeal to most: fashionistas, slightly older audience,
more women

Who knew George Clooney had a pig?
Seems it died Monday.
George Clooney. Had a pig. Who died.
End of story.
###
Oops — she’s done it again.
Why oh why must you shun underwear, Britney?
We’ve seen too much of you already, and now this.

Paris Hilton’s Chihuahua beats the boyfriend every time. That pooch has
been paparazzi’d more times than Hiton’s on-again, off-again boyfriend
Stavros Niarchos III, and that’s just fine by us.
But who knew George Clooney had a pot-bellied pig? The poor thing
died on Monday at the age of 18 after battling arthritis and partial
blindness — and without ever seeing his darling little upturned nose in
print.
Tsk tsk, Mr. Sexiest Man Alive, for keeping your cher cochon out of the
spotlight all these years. For depriving Max of his requisite 15 minutes,
we hereby sentence you to one night out with Paris and Tinkerbell.
Stavros, consider yourself warned.
###
Memo to Britney. RE: your underwear.
Running about sans skivvies might have worked in Basic Instinct, but
need I remind you that you are not Sharon Stone and that this is real life.
Therefore indecent exposure must cease forthwith. Thine skirts shall
fall at least to mid-calf. And most importantly, thou shalt never leave
the house without undergarments, even when en route to trendy L.A.
nightspots with the doyenne of bad decisions, Ms. Paris Hilton.
Lest, of course, you’d like little Sean Preston and Jayden James to end up
like Lourdes or Rocco.

Brand Voice Development

And you wonder why Madonna won’t let her kids watch TV.

It’s not just what you say, it’s how you say it.
Developing a voice for a new brand (or refining a voice for an existing one) is among the most satisfying copywriting projects. These explorations focus almost entirely on how things are said as opposed to what — and in so doing
help establish a recognizable personality for a brand.
This voice development document was written for a celebrity news start-up called dotspotter.com. The successful exploration translated into a dynamic website that was eventually acquired by CBS interactive, morphing first into
theinsider.com and eventually becoming Yahoo! Celebrity.

Christa Laib.
OPTION 3 — STRAIGHT-LACED IRONY

OPTION 4 — PUNCHY, WITH PUNS

OPTION 5 — CLEVER AND QUESTIONING

•

character inspiration: a staff writer at The Onion

•

character inspiration: ad copywriters everywhere

•

character inspiration: Carrie Bradshaw from Sex in the City

•

pros: “news” angle might appeal more to guys

•

•

•

cons: might be too subtle, tough to do with all stories because it relies
so much on structure

pros: easy to understand but playful with lots of rhyme, alliteration,
and puns; upbeat language lets story poke fun at celebrities in a goodnatured way

pros: provocative in a clever way, brings new and more proprietary
twist to story, better branding and should inspire comments

•

cons: a bit longer

•

cons: no edge? dorky?

•

•

audience it will appeal to most: younger women, esp. tween audience

audience it will appeal to most: diehards who already read the other
sites and want a deeper level of discussion, better educated users?

•

audience it will appeal to most: better mix of men and women,
college students

Max, a pot-bellied pig, passed away Monday in his Hollywood home at
the age of 18 after suffering from both arthritis and partial blindness. He
was preceded in death by a bulldog housemate and is survived by People’s
Sexiest Man Alive, George Clooney.
Friends and family are taking comfort in the fact that Max — or Max The
Star, as Clooney sometimes called him — led a good life. The vets who
attended him say they’d never seen a pig as big as Max. And the lucky
animal was also rumored to have shared the same bed as Clooney.
No plans for a memorial service have yet been released. Donations to Best
Friends Animal Sanctuary are suggested in lieu of flowers.
###
The world got a good look at newly divorced Britney Spears on Friday
night when she turned up at L.A. hotspot Hyde in the company of Paris
Hilton. Spears’s former husband, singer Kevin Federline, was noticeably
absent, as were the pop star’s underwear.
Fans are split as to whether this incident signals a continuation of the
star’s downward spiral, which started when she married the largely
unpopular Federline and continued when she befriended Hilton, or is just
a case of a Good Girl Having A Bad Day. Interviews on the street find male
fans falling into the latter camp.
To remedy the situation, talk show host Rosie O’Donnell has suggested
Britney move in with O’Donnell, her partner Kelli, and the O’Donnell kids
so she can have a “stable family around her.” Spears has not yet divulged
her plans. Christian critics are bound to take issue either way.

Hog Heaven
Turns out People’s Sexiest Man Alive actually has had a long-term
relationship.
George Clooney told the USA Today that his pot-bellied pig Max bought
the farm on Monday at the age of 18 in the actor’s Hollywood home.
“I’m really upset,” Clooney said when talking of his porcine pal. “He’s
been a big part of my life.”
Despite suffering from arthritis and partial blindness, Max — or Max
The Star, as Clooney sometimes called him — was a happy hog. He was
the biggest pig his vets had ever seen, and the swinging swine was even
rumored to have shared Clooney’s bed.
So will the star replace The Star?
“No,” says Clooney. “I think Max covered all my pig needs.”

They say people choose pets that resemble them. Sometimes the
resemblance is direct, as it would be if Cher were to adopt an Afghan dog.
And sometimes it’s indirect, as it is with Paris Hilton and her pint-sized
Chihuahua, where Paris is to celebrities what Chihuahuas are to dogs:
precious and a bit on the useless side.
So what to make of George Clooney’s hog Max? People’s Sexiest Man Alive
is anything but porky, but he is a bit of a glutton — at least when it comes
to dating.
“I want to spend every single night for three months going out with a
different famous actress,” he said in the November ‘06 issue of Vanity Fair.
“You know, Halle Berry one night, Salma Hayek the next, and then walk
on the beach holding hands with Leonardo DiCaprio.”

###

A glutton, and a bit of an omnivore at that! We think Max would have
approved.

Underwear U At?

###

Newly divorced Britney Spears gave fans an eyeful last Friday when the
pop star popped up at L.A. hotspot Hyde and was caught by the paparazzi
with her panties down — or rather, without any panties at all.

Celebrity analysts are still wondering which of Britney Spears’s most
recent Series Of Very Unfortunate Events will hurt her most. Her indecent
exposure outside of L.A. hotspot Hyde where she was seen without
underwear? Or the fact that she showed up there with Paris Hilton?

Diehards blame Britney’s poor decision-making on her new best friend,
bad girl Paris Hilton. After all both Hilton and party pal Lindsay Lohan
have both been caught “under covered” (and lord knows they’re both
totally over exposed).
Everyone wants to like Britney — especially after she came to her senses
and turned K Fed into Fed Ex. But unless she can turn Hilton into a Has
Been, Britney’s bound to get her knickers in a twist.

Brand Voice Development

George Clooney’s pet pig has died. That’s unfortunate. The fact that
George Clooney had a pet pig at all? Now that’s interesting.

We’re going with Option 2.
First of all, we think there might be a perfectly logical explanation for
Spears’s missing skivvies. Maybe she was trying to avoid the muchmaligned Panty Line. Maybe Fed Ex got them in the divorce. Or maybe she
just “forgot.”
But mostly, we think it was probably all Paris’s idea in the first place.
Showing up without underwear was certainly a dumb decision. But
buddying up with America’s best bad girl? That’s like ushering in a whole
era of bad decisions. And after all she’s been through, can Brit Brit really
afford it?

